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1

Acronyme et titre du projet

PARSEC : PARallelism and SECurity
2
2.1

Description courte du projet
Contexte et motivation du projet

Concurrent programming techniques have been elaborated long ago, with the earliest design of
time-sharing operating systems in the late 60's. Simultaneously, security issues appeared with the
advent of multi-users computing systems. The concept of a process, with its own address space,
and techniques for access control to shared resources were developed, providing satisfactory
solutions to the problems arising in such systems.
The last decade has seen concurrency entering programmer's everyday life, in particular because
the popular JAVA language imposes programs to use threads, that share an entire address space.
Indeed, the concept of a cooperating parallel component provides a very attractive idea for
modular design. Moreover, concurrent programming techniques are needed to benefit from new
computing architectures that are now widely spread, like multicore processors or multiprocessor
machines, and also to program in an efficient way new applications that are inherently massively
concurrent (but not necessarily distributed), and open to untrusted parties, like web servers,
multi-player games or Internet-scale storage applications. In the past few years, it has been
recognized that kernel threads are too restrictive and too inefficient to provide a convenient
means for programming these applications, and that a user-level thread facility would provide
better support [Anderson & al, Banga-Druschel-Mogul, von Behren & al, Engelschall]. Whether
this should follow a preemptive discipline, or an event-driven model, or else a cooperative style
is still a research matter [Adya & al, von Behren-Condit-Brewer, Ousterhout]. Similarly, the
well-established technologies for security are inadequate in the case of applications where a
number of concurrent activities should share an address space. It is clear for instance that a sandboxing technique is far too restrictive in programming such applications. Moreover, access
control has to be complemented with new security policies, ensuring for instance that a thread
does not consume common resources in an immoderate way, or corrupt them, or disclose
confidential information to other threads having low access rights.
Our PARSEC1 project intends to study concurrent programming techniques for these new
architectures and applications, focusing on the security issues that arise in multi-threaded systems. To this end, we have built a coherent group made of five teams, namely the CONCURRENCY group (R. Amadio) at the PPS Lab of Paris 7 University and CNRS, the EVEREST (G.
Barthe) and MIMOSA (G. Boudol, coordinator) teams at INRIA Sophia Antipolis, the LANDE (T.
Jensen) team at IRISA, and the MOSCOVA (J.-J. Levy) team at INRIA Rocquencourt, sharing
their expertise in concurrency and/or security. As a basic research project, we do not aim at
achieving a pre-competitive objective, and therefore our research activity will span a broad area say from bisimulations for a synchronous (in the sense of synchronous languages à la ESTEREL)
7r-calculus, to access and resource control for multi-threaded JAVA programs in mobile phones -,
and our "deliverables" will essentially consist in theoretical results published in articles. Our
main objective is to understand what could be an efficient and "security-minded" concurrent
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programming model. Such a model should both be convenient for programming the kind of
applications mentioned above, and support mechanisms to ensure high-level security policies.
To achieve this objective we will have to study well-known models, like JAVA multi-threading,
Posix threads or shared memory models, as well as less standard ones, like the cooperative
model which is gaining some popularity in user-level thread systems, or the synchronous model.
We will have to understand what is the right safety and security properties to guarantee
regarding multi-threaded systems, like for instance the "non-interference" property, which is not
so clear in this case, or the "availability" property, meaning in particular that a single thread
should not monopolize any shared resource. We will also have to design and study means to
ensure these properties, using and adapting standard tools like type systems, program logics
(including Floyd-Hoare logic, temporal logics, or Reynolds' separation logic) or run-time
verification mechanisms.
There are many difficulties in this task. First of all, the semantics of multi-threaded programming
is not at all well understood. While it is very easy to provide a formal "interleaving" semantics
for thread systems with shared memory, this semantics never coincides with what is actually
implemented, for various reasons. One reason is that the grain of atomicity is usually not
preserved by the implementation, and a program may be time-sliced at some point of its
execution which makes no sense at the language level (see [Reynolds 04] for instance). Another
reason is that compilers usually make optimizations that are valid for sequential programs, but
break the interleaving semantics when they concern shared parts of the memory (cf. [AdveGharachorloo]). Similarly, modern hardware processors perform optimizations, rearranging the
code and buffering data in ways that again break the high-level concurrent semantics (see again
[Adve-Gharachorloo]). As a result, the memory model of the implementation usually does not
correspond to the one of the semantics [Adve-Manson-Pugh, Boehm, Pugh]. For all these
reasons, and in addition to the fact that synchronization is a delicate matter [Birrel], even at the
language level, classical (i.e. preemptive) multi-threaded programming is extremely difficult,
and error prone. It is thus necessary to design techniques to analyze concurrent programs in order
to make them "thread safe", avoiding or detecting for instance race conditions [Abadi-FlanaganFreund, Flanagan-Qadeer, Grossman], but also to improve the interaction with optimizing
compilers and optimizing hardware (using "volatile" declarations for instance). Besides the study
of this classical, preemptive model, one may also explore, as we plan to do, the use of
cooperative threads at the language level (see [Serrano-Boussinot-Serpette]). This is by now
advocated as a better model for applications like the ones mentioned above [Adya & al, von
Behren & al], but this programming style is not free of defects. In particular, cooperative
programs have to indeed cooperate, in order not to make the other threads starving for the
processor, and there is by now no well established technique to guarantee cooperation for
programs written in an expressive language. The same problem arises with the reactive [HughesPareto-Sabry] or synchronous [Amadio-Dabrowski, Amadio-Dal Zilio] programming styles.
Another question is how to take advantage of a multi-processor architecture in a cooperative
style of programming [Boussinot 06]. Summarizing, there is still a lot of basic research to do in
order to design a concurrent model in which programming would be reasonably safe.
Multi-threaded applications also raise some difficult questions regarding security. As we
indicated above, in such applications access control has to be complemented with information
flow control, and resource usage control. It is well-known that secure information flow is difficult to formalize in a concurrent setting, due to the non-deterministic character of concurrent
systems (see [Ryan & al] for instance), and to the various kinds of leaks that can arise, like

termination leaks or timing leaks (cf. [Sabelfeld-Myers]). Moreover, even for weak notions of
secure information flow, most of the well-known techniques (e.g. type systems [Smith-Volpano,
Volpano-Smith-Irvine]) for enforcing such security properties are far too restrictive to be of
practical use. We thus have to find means to improve this situation. We believe that the
cooperative model for concurrency is better suited than the preemptive one for a language-based
approach to information flow security, because in this model the flow of control is determined at
the programming level, but this belief has still to be proved right by some formal results. As a
matter of fact, some difficult questions regarding secure information flow already arise in a
purely sequential setting. For instance, we are still lacking an adequate treatment of exception
mechanisms à la JAVA; also, secure information flow (non-interference) should be made closer,
in one direction or the other, to static analysis techniques (type systems) that are meant to
enforce it. Similarly, although multi-threaded applications provide a strong motivation for
studying resource usage control, there is still no well-established technique that would provide,
in the sequential case, static means to enforce reasonably accurate bounds on resource usage.
Even the standard issue of access control needs further investigation, to formally understand for
instance what exactly is guaranteed by the run-time protection mechanisms in JAVA.
Our proposal is to make contributions to solving all the above mentioned issues, aiming at
achieving, at the end of the project, a good understanding of what could be a safe and secure
concurrent programming model, based on theoretical justifications. To this end, we shall follow
in the PARSEC proposal a language-based approach to address in a formal way safety and security issues such as access control, secure information flow, and resource usage control, focusing
in particular on concurrent programming constructs, and especially on cooperative concurrency.
We will, as far as possible, experiment our ideas via prototype software, but we do not expect
these to provide pre-competitive technology that could be directly exploited industrially.
3

Project description

We organize our project into three main tasks, without specific temporal or causal order.
-

A first one deals with concurrent programming models,
a second and most central one focuses on security and concurrency,
a third is concerned with machine-checking security properties.

The second task is divided into three subtasks, dealing with logics for reliable and secure concurrent programs, secure information flow, and resource and access control respectively. For
each of these (sub)tasks, we begin the description with an introduction to the area and then list
the specific research objectives we have in the short and medium terms. In this description, we
shall not detail the contributions of each team involved in the PARSEC proposal. Since many of
our specific objectives are actually shared, sometimes with different approaches, by the various
teams, we expect that active collaborations will naturally emerge and be developed for achieving
these objectives. Let us just list at this point what are the areas of expertise of the various teams
as concerns PARSEC'S research domain: process calculi, and more generally semantics of
concurrency (MIMOSA, MOSCOVA, PPS), logics of programs (EVEREST, LANDE, MOSCOVA) and
static analysis for security (EVEREST, LANDE, MIMOSA, PPS), formal semantics and verification
of JAVA programs (EVEREST, LANDE).

3.1

Concurrent programming models

The major difficulty in concurrent programming with shared memory lies in the dependency of
program execution on the scheduling. This difficulty arises in debugging, testing, analyzing, and
porting concurrent applications. There are basically two ways in which the execution of
concurrent programs can be managed. In the preemptive manner, a program, or more precisely
its executable version, can be interrupted at any time during its execution by an external device,
the scheduler, and the resources needed for execution are then given to another concurrent
component for a while. This is the execution model that has been adopted in most multithreading
and operating systems, as well as in multi-processor architecture. This model is also known as
the interleaving model, which has been adopted in most process algebra models. In the
cooperative scheduling discipline on the contrary, a program decides, by means of specific
instructions, when to leave its turn to another concurrent component, and the scheduling is
distributed among the components.
A specific difficulty for the programmers with scheduling is that their programs are executed via
compilers and processors that invest a great time and effort optimizing the code and reordering it
to ensure that it is run in the most efficient possible way [Adve-Gharachorloo]. At the same time,
programmers make assumptions about the way the code is executed. In a single threaded
program, it is fairly easy for a processor to ensure that program transformations do not interfere
with possible results of the program, and programmers will generally not need to reason about
potential optimizations when they write sequential programs. When there are multiple threads of
instructions executing at the same time, and those threads are interacting, program
transformations can result in bizarre side effects [Boehm]. Every hardware and software
interface of a system that admits multithreaded access to shared memory requires the
specification of how memory actions in a program will appear to execute to the programmer.
This specification must strike a balance between ease-of-use for programmers and implementation flexibility for system designers. The model that is most commonly assumed and easiest to
understand is sequential consistency: this model basically reflects an interleaving of the actions
in each thread, at the programming language level. However, a sequentially consistent system
does not have much freedom to transform memory statements within a thread, thus precluding
many important optimizations. Since the 80's, processors implement relaxed memory models,
which do not guarantee sequential consistency [Adve-Gharachorloo]. It is therefore important to
understand in a formal way these memory models, in order to be able to define the semantics of
multi-threaded systems, which is the basis for formal reasoning and analysis.
The cooperative programming model has been advocated as a better model than the preemptive
one for programming some modern, massively concurrent applications [Adya & al, von Behren
& al]. Moreover, since cooperative programs are usually compiled as sequential code, this model
is also better than the preemptive one as regards the interactions with optimizing compilers and
hardware. However, the cooperative concurrency model also has its drawbacks, the main one
being that if the active program runs into an error, or raises an un-caught exception, or diverges,
then the model is broken, in the sense that no other component will have a chance to execute.
Then cooperative programming seems to be only practicable in a safe language, like ML, where
errors are, in principle, detected during a static analysis phase. However, non-terminating
computations cannot be forbidden. Any server for instance should conceptually have infinite life
duration, and should not be programmed to stop after a while. Still, such a server should not
enter into an infinite loop, it should rather be infinitely often waiting for a new request. In other
words, in cooperative programming, programs should be cooperative, that is, they should be

guaranteed to either terminate or suspend themselves infinitely often.
Synchronous programming [Benveniste & al], as implemented with various languages such as
LUSTRE and ESTEREL, can be seen as a particular instance of cooperative concurrency. LUSTRE
follows a data-flow approach whereas in ESTEREL, program components release the control
when waiting for a signal to be emitted, and resume when this signal is present. The SL
(Synchronous Language) introduced in [Boussinot-de Simone], which can be regarded as a
relaxation of the ESTEREL model where the reaction to the absence of a signal within an instant
can only happen at the next instant, has gradually evolved into a general purpose programming
language for concurrent applications and has been embedded in various programming
environments such as C [Boussinot 91], JAVA [Boussinot-Susini], SCHEME [Serrano-BoussinotSerpette], and CAML [Mandel-Pouzet]. However, the semantic theory of this family of
synchronous languages remains largely underdeveloped. We will then investigate the semantical
issues regarding the preemptive, cooperative and synchronous concurrent programming styles,
and compare them, in order to get a better understanding of what could be a good model for
programming modern applications. The main criterion in this study will be the ability for a
particular style to support analysis and enforcement mechanisms for high-level security policies.
3.1.1

Objective 1. Formalization of the JAVA memory model

One of our objectives is to design practical verification methods for multi-threaded JAVA programs, and to analyze some security related features offered with this language. Then we have to
precisely define the semantics of JAVA multi-threading, and this requires taking the JAVA
Memory Model [Adve-Manson-Pugh] into account. We plan to formalize this model, using the
COQ proof-assistant, with the objective of proving that in case a program is correctly synchronized (meaning that it does not contain race conditions [Abadi-Flanagan-Freund]) the set of its
legal behaviors coincides with the behaviors described by an interleaving semantics (this property is claimed by the developers of the JAVA Memory Model - we intend to verify it formally).
Restricting our attention to verifying correctly synchronized programs will allow us to assume an
interleaving semantics to prove the correctness of the program logic and of the thread modular
verification techniques (see below). Another line of work on this topic, namely the study of
relaxed memory models using Reynold's separation logic, is described in the next section.
3.1.2

Objective 2. On the cooperative programming model

One of the aims of the project is to promote cooperative programming as an appropriate model
for secure programming. Then a first step is to design means to guarantee that cooperative
programs are indeed cooperative. To this end, we have to define suspension points in a program,
and to design methods to ensure that a program either terminates or reaches a suspension point in
finite time. We plan to do that for a higher-order imperative core programming language with
cooperative threads, using type systems. We will have to solve a problem for which there is, to
the best of our knowledge, no available solution in the literature, namely to find an analysis for
guaranteeing termination for programs with a higher-order mutable store. In particular, the
analysis will have to rule out circularities that can arise when storing functions in the memory,
while allowing recursion.
3.1.3

Objective 3. Semantic foundations of a synchronous model

Regarding synchronous concurrency, the objective is to build a semantic theory comparable to

what has been achieved with process algebras for interleaving concurrency. In recent work
[Amadio 05b], we have revisited the synchronous programming model, introducing an alternative design that includes thread spawning and recursive definitions. We have defined a CPS
translation to a tail recursive form, and proposed a novel notion of bisimulation equivalence with
good compositionality properties. The original SL language as well as the revised one assumes
that signals are pure in the sense that they carry no value. Then computations are naturally
deterministic and bisimulation equivalence collapses to trace equivalence. However, practical
programming languages that have been developed on top of the model include data types beyond
pure signals, and this extension makes the computation non-deterministic, unless significant
restrictions are imposed. Therefore, an issue we plan to address is whether our preliminary
theory is robust enough to support extension to a non-deterministic language with data types and
signal name generation. A first step would be to consider an extension with first-order values,
including signal names. This should lead us to the design of a synchronous calculus similar to
the 7r-calculus. Regarding the semantic theory, we plan to use a notion of contextual
bisimulation in the sense of [Honda-Yoshida 93], which has never been applied to a synchronous
language. We expect that the resulting semantic theory for the SL model will have a positive
fall-out on the development of various static analysis techniques to guarantee properties such as
reactivity [Amadio-Dal Zilio], determinacy [Mandel-Pouzet], and non-interference [AlmeidaBoudol-Castellani].
3.1.4

Objective 4. Determinacy

Regarding determinacy, one may observe that, to escape some of the difficulties caused by the
scheduling, researchers have been interested in identifying composition and interaction
mechanisms that, while allowing parallelism, preserve the determinacy of the observable
behavior of a program (in this respect, two notable examples are Kahn networks and the
languages of the ESTEREL family). In the synchronous model with value passing the nondeterminism lies in the order in which the values emitted on a signal are received (whether
during the instant or at the end of the instant), which depends on the choice of the next
component to execute. Accordingly, one may consider two restrictions to make the computation
deterministic: for signals that can be read during an instant, then at most one value should be
emitted on that signal during each instant. For signal that is read at the end of the instant, one
should process the emitted values in a way that is independent of the emission order. While this
may work in certain cases, it is hard to conceive such a "commutative" processing when
manipulating objects such as pointers. It seems that a general notion of deterministic program
should be built upon a suitable notion of program equivalence. Our planned work here consists
in designing checkable conditions that guarantee a deterministic behavior, and in experimenting
the expressivity of these conditions in concrete situations. In another direction, we are also
exploring the semantics of deterministic fragments of the asynchronous 7r-calculus. Specifically
in [Varacca-Yoshida] we identify a linearly typed version of the 7r-calculus with "internal
mobility," and we provide semantics for it in event structures that are conflict- and confusionfree. The fragment of the -zr-calculus considered is sufficiently general to encode the A-calculus.
We plan to study in detail the derived event structure semantics and to compare it with a
concurrent game semantics of the A-calculus.
3.2
3.2.1

Security and concurrency
Logics for reliable and secure concurrent programs

Program verification is the "holy grail" of software reliability: it allows one to formally prove
that, for all possible runs of the program, a property holds. Floyd and Hoare pioneered the use of
logics for program specification, by relating the logical descriptions of the states of a machine
before and after the execution of a command. Despite its many advantages, program verification
is rarely used in practice. One key reason for this lack of use is that current program verification
techniques do not scale. References and pointers are a particular impediment for scalability, as
they allow apparently unrelated pieces of code to affect each other's behavior. However, several
logics (and tools) have been developed to reason about single-threaded programs at source code
level [Huisman PhD, Jacobs-Poll, von Oheimb]. For multi-threaded applications some initial
theoretical investigations have been made into their verification [Abraham PhD, Abraham-de
Roever-Steffen], though their practical feasibility still remains an open issue. Moreover,
O'Hearn, Reynolds and Yang have recently developed an approach called "local reasoning" that
allows dealing with pointers and references, and has the potential to scale. The key observation
is that separate program texts which work on separate sections of the store can be reasoned about
independently. This idea can be embedded in an appropriate substructural logic, called
separation logic [Reynolds 02], that presents a connective to model the disjointness of two
portions of the store. Small but intricate graph-manipulating programs can then be specified and
proved correct with relatively little fuss. Preliminary investigations of extensions of separation
logics to local concurrency [O'Hearn] suggest that it is possible to design a logic suited to reason
about concurrent cooperative programming. Separation logic tracks exactly the resources held at
any time by a program. As a consequence, it is an invaluable tool to detect, on the one hand
resource leaks, on the other which parts of a concurrent program share data, potentially
interfering.
3.2.1.1 Objective 5. Separation logic and relaxed memory models
Recently, the use of general-purpose logics such as Floyd-Hoare logics or temporal logics, that
provide standard means to specify and verify functional and/or behavioral properties of programs, has been advocated to verify security properties of programs. A long term line of investigation might then be the study of techniques based on these logics, as well as on separation logic
to enforce the security properties that are at the heart of the PARSEC proposal. We conjecture for
instance that it is possible to use a concurrent extension of separation logic to prove properties of
concurrent programs running on systems that implement relaxed memory models. More
precisely, we conjecture that if a program is proved sound supposing strong consistency, then it
is sound even if strong consistency is relaxed. The logic is expected to play a fundamental role
here: both separation logics for concurrency and relaxed memory models are designed to support
easily standard locking mechanisms, and the constraints imposed by the logic should ensure the
soundness of the proof.
3.2.1.2 Objective 6. Logics for verifying multi-threaded programs
One of our more immediate aims consists in designing practical verification methods for multithreaded programs, and in proving their soundness. Initial ongoing work in this direction has
identified a promising approach to the verification of multi-threaded programs, namely that of
augmenting traditional pre- and post-conditions style specifications with atomicity information.
This has the advantage that we can still use existing methods and tools for verification of singlethreaded code, and that we can separate the multi-threaded aspects from the functional aspects of
the specification. This approach requires that we define the semantics of notions such as

atomicity, independence and immutability, and that we define appropriate proof rules for
verifying them. To this end, we need to formally study the JAVA Memory Model, as described in
the previous section. We will also explore ways of simplifying reasoning, investigating in
particular how one can exploit the fact that an object is "local" to a single thread, and how this
can be verified.
3.2.1.3 Objective 7. Logical characterizations of secure information flow
An example of using general-purpose logics to verify security properties was first given in
[Barthe-D'Argenio-Rezk, Darvas-Hâhnle-Sands], where it is shown that non-interference (see
below) of a program P can be reduced to a property about single program executions (universally quantified over all possible program inputs) of the program P; P', where P' is a "renaming"
of P. This idea of self-composition has then been further exploited in a number of papers. Huisman et al [Huisman-Worah-Sunesen] have recently proposed a characterization of observational
determinism using this technique. Furthermore, Naumann [Naumann] has extended the technique to encode secure information flow to mutable heap object structures using ghost fields.
This extension shows a direct application of self composition to verification of object oriented
languages, both for secure information flow and data refinement. Also for object oriented languages, Dufay et al. [Dufay-Felty-Matwin] have experimented with verification of information
flow using self-composition and JML specifications in the Krakatoa tool that generates proof
obligations in the COQ theorem prover. They have illustrated this approach on data-mining
algorithms. The idea of self-composition is also used by Terauchi and Aiken [Terauchi-Aiken]
to formulate a notion of relaxed non-interference. They also propose a type-directed transformation as a solution for some safety analysis tools that try to solve problems semantically, and
whose analysis will possibly not terminate in presence of certain predicates, e.g. predicates including complex arithmetic. Then an objective we have in our project is to pursue this line of
work, aiming at logical characterizations of secure information flow for more and more complex
policies and richer languages.
3.2.2

Secure information flow

Security models for mobile code typically rely on typing mechanisms that statically enforce basic safety policies (e.g. code containment or absence of pointer arithmetic), and on run-time
mechanisms such as stack inspection in JAVA and .NET that dynamically enforce access control
policies. While these mechanisms are intended to enforce confidentiality and integrity policies, it
is difficult to assess the end-to-end policies that they guarantee. In particular, they do not
guarantee information-flow policies that are commonly desirable in scenarios involving the execution of untrusted code. A similar observation can be made regarding the kind of massively
concurrent applications that we mentioned in introducing our proposal. For instance, if requests
sent to an Internet-scale medical database are implemented as spawning dedicated threads, then
one must have guarantees that a thread issued by a trusted doctor will not inadvertently disclose
confidential information about patients to another, possibly malicious client, indexing for
instance the database for statistical purposes.
Secure information flow, that is the property that information is only flowing from a security
level to another if this is allowed by the given security policy, is usually formalized as a noninterference property, relating several executions of a program in the context of memories that
contain the same public information (this is actually Cohen's strong dependency, see [Sabelfeld-

Myers]). In an imperative language this property amounts to the absence of dependency between
the values of secret variables and the values of public variables. Besides direct flows, arising
from writing confidential values in the low part of the memory, one may identify several kinds
of leaks: indirect flow, arising from the branching structure of the program, termination leaks,
when performing a low write depends on the termination of a piece of code, that in turn depends
on confidential information, or timing leaks, when observing the duration of the computation
may reveal confidential information (see again [Sabelfeld-Myers]). The last two kinds of leaks
typically occur in the concurrent execution of threads using a shared memory, and may depend
on the scheduling strategy [Smith-Volpano]. In a process calculus setting, one is concerned with
public events not being influenced by secret events while processes communicate. Here different
security properties have been proposed, mostly based on trace equivalence or bisimulation,
among which nondeducibility on composition and persistent nondeducibility on composition are
the most popular (cf. [Focardi-Gorrieri] for a review).
To enforce secure information flow, information-flow type systems, that provide a means to
track data flows and control dependencies, have been largely used, starting from the pioneering
work by Volpano, Smith and Irvine on a core sequential imperative language [Volpano-SmithIrvine] Since then, this methodology has become somehow classical and several type systems
and other static analysis techniques have been put forward for increasingly complex languages,
including features like higher order, dynamic thread creation, scheduling policies, exceptions
etc., and culminating with type systems for realistic languages such as JAVA [Myers] or CAML
[Pottier-Simonet]. As regards the calculus-based approach, some work on methods for static
detection of insecure processes appears in [Crafa-Rossi, Hennessy-Riely, Honda-Yoshida 02,
Pottier]. However, this by now well-established approach has not yet been largely used in
practice, for several reasons. The notion of non-interference itself has been often criticized [Ryan
& al], from various viewpoints. Its extension to non-deterministic systems, and in particular to
concurrent ones, for instance, is problematic. It also forbids the use of any declassification
mechanism, without which however a security-minded programming language would be useless.
A generalization of non-interference dealing with declassification has recently been proposed
[Almeida-Boudol].
It is a well-known fact that, while information flow type systems provide an attractive means
to enforce non-interference, they often turn out to be overly conservative in practice, mainly
because they usually reject many programs that are secure from the non-interference point of
view. On the one hand, this is unavoidable: type systems usually provide a computable
approximation for a generally undecidable property, and cannot therefore be complete.
Moreover, type systems are usually compositional, and therefore reject code that contains
insecure fragments, even if these fragments are never executed. On the other hand, the line of
research that aims at improving the type systems or finding more precise means to ensure the
property to guarantee cannot be neglected. This has motivated some work to propose program
analysis methods that are closer to the property to ensure (e.g. [Barthe-D'Argenio-Rezk]).
Several of the research objectives described below pertains to this line of work.
3.2.2.1 Objective 8. Improving information flow type systems (1)
For instance, the type system of [Barthe-Rezk] is inherently imprecise in its treatment of exceptions, because all instructions that can throw exceptions are considered as branching statements, and thus many secure programs are rejected. In order to retain some acceptable degree

of precision and not to reject too many programs, we intend to let the type system depend on
previous analyses, including a control dependence region (cdr) analysis - already considered in
[Barthe-Rezk] - a class analysis and an exception analysis. Although the need for auxiliary
analyses has been recognized earlier, in particular by the implementers of Jif [Myers], we are
not aware of any proof of soundness for an information flow type system parameterized by
other static analyses.
3.2.2.2 Objective 9. Improving information flow type systems (2)
In a similar vein, we plan to improve type systems taking termination leaks into account. In
[Boudol] we have shown that one can considerably improve some previous solutions to the
static analysis of such leaks. One of these solutions consists in recording the security level of
the predicate in a branching construct, so that an assignment in the low part of the memory
cannot follow a conditional branching with a high test [Boudol-Castellani]. However, this is
still quite restrictive, and we have shown in [Boudol] that in the case where both branches are
known to terminate, one can remove this constraint while still ensuring secure information
flow. However, we left open the question of determining, by a static analysis technique, an
interesting class of terminating programs. Some techniques are available for showing
termination of recursive programs over inductive data structures for instance, but very little is
known regarding imperative (first-order) programs, and, as we said above, nothing is known
about this problem for higher-order imperative programs. Then we plan to apply to the typing
of termination leaks in an expressive, ML-like language, the techniques that we will develop
for proving that programs are cooperative, as described in Section 2.1.
3.2.2.3 Objective 10. Secure information flow as a safety property
As we said some work has been done [Barthe-D'Argenio-Rezk, Darvas-Hâhnle-Sands] to find
logical characterizations of non-interference, thus opening the way to more precise methods than
type systems for ensuring this property. However, one may also think that type systems, and
especially implicit ones, supporting type inference, are a very useful means to help the
programmer to program in a "safe" way, and that it could therefore be interesting to look for
stronger properties than non-interference, that would be closer to what is actually ensured by
static analysis. To this end, we plan to formalize in an operational way what it means for
information to flow, during the execution of a program, from one security level to another. Then
the intention is to define secure information flow as a safety property, meaning that no security
error occurs at run-time, where it is an error to store a value that has been computed using
confidential information. We think that we can in this way deal with declassification
mechanisms, and perhaps some other ways of managing security, like revoking security policies,
in a natural manner. We will also have to see whether such a notion of secure information flow is
adequate to deal with various notions of security leaks, and especially those arising in concurrent
systems.
3.2.2.4 Objective 11. History-based information flow
A related research objective is to design a history-based notion of information flow, to formalize
the dependence of interactions of sub-terms into results of programs. This follows hints given by
Abadi and Fournet in [Abadi-Fournet] to enforce safety by inclusion of history into the JVM
stack inspection mechanism. A typical example of what one would like to treat is the Chinese

Wall policy where a result may depend upon two individuals A and B, but not upon the
interaction between A and B. Another similar example is the password example, where
individual A can access to the data of B if and only if A has previously interacted with C. The
old theory of the labeled A-calculus [Levy] can be used to track history of computations in a core
ML language. In his forthcoming PhD Thesis [Blanc PhD], Blanc shows the expressivity of this
approach; for instance, the formal semantics of the Chinese Wall or the password examples can
be defined. Moreover an operational description of this policy can be expressed without labels
thanks to the Church-Rosser property. By extending the A-calculus with constants and delta
rules, it seems feasible to address history-based information flow in non-confluent calculi with
side-effects, and to capture at least the standard notion of non-interference or to get as a corollary
the static analysis based on types of [Pottier-Simonet], without exceptions. The objectives of this
work are, first to get more flexible checks for information flow by mixing run-time information
due to history with static information; second, to design a simple logic for reasoning about
history of creation of redexes in the A-calculus or of interactions in more complex languages. A
longer term goal would be to connect history-based information flow with static analysis on
traces as already done in first-order imperative languages.
3.2.2.5 Objective 12. Information flow and cooperative programming
Regarding more specifically secure information flow for concurrent systems, we plan to show
that cooperative concurrency is better suited to support precise analysis on information flow than
preemptive concurrency (this will extend some work done in the CRISS project of the ACI
Sécurité Informatique [Almeida-Boudol-Castellani]). The fact is that, unlike with preemptive
scheduling, the points where scheduling decisions are taken during the execution are explicitly
located in the code of the threads. Then an obvious idea is to assign security levels to these
suspension points, and to analyse the flow of information that may pass through these control
points. We think that this should allow for an explicit analysis of confidentiality leaks arising
from the scheduling strategy. (By contrast, such an analysis is notoriously difficult with preemptive scheduling.) Another related line of research, based on a model where interactions between
the threads and the scheduler are made explicit [Russo-Sabelfeld], is described in Section 2.3.
3.2.2.6 Objective 13. Language-based vs process-calculus-based information
flow
Still regarding concurrency and security, we plan to compare the language-based approach to
secure information flow with process calculi formalizations of the same problem. The two lines
of research have been developed to a large extent independently, and in the current state of
research, there is not much work bridging the gap between the two. A recent contribution in this
direction was given by Focardi, Rossi and Sabelfeld in [Focardi-Rossi-Sabelfeld]. This paper
considers a sequential imperative language equipped with a (time-sensitive) notion of noninterference and, using Milner's encoding of this language into CCS, proves that an external
observer cannot infer any secret from (the image of) a secure program. However, a limitation of
this work is that the language is purely sequential, although Milner's encoding was originally
defined for a parallel language and various definitions of non-interference now exist for multithreaded languages [Smith-Volpano, Sabelfeld-Sands, Boudol-Castellani]. We also believe that
the notion of security adopted for value-passing CCS in this paper as well as in other papers
(namely, persistent bisimulation-based nondeducibility on composition), is rather restrictive and
not fully in accordance with that of non-interference for programming languages. Taking this

work as our starting point, we propose to develop the comparison between the language-based
approach and the calculus-based approach. We shall do this for a concurrent and imperative
language [Boudol-Castellani], elaborating a suitable notion of non-interference for the target
process calculus. This might involve exploiting the asymmetry between inputs and outputs,
which are mostly treated on an equal footing in existing studies. Then we plan to show that the
translation is correct with respect to non-interference, by relating type systems for secure
information flow in the source and target models.
3.2.3

Access and resource control

Access control is a well-established technology of operating systems, which however has been
renewed with the advent of global computing systems. In this project we shall focus on specific
issues regarding access control in new applications, as the ones previously mentioned. As usual,
the problem is to control access to resources (confidential data, computing time, external devices. .. ), in such a way that only code that is authorized to perform a certain operation can do
so. The programmer is faced with the task of enforcing such security requirements by combining
a number of programming language and operating system features such as strong typing, scope
reduction of variables, sand-boxing, run-time checks on the state of execution, etc. The options
are diverse and it may be difficult to estimate the consequences of a particular choice. The JAVA
language for instance proposes a variety of mechanisms for controlling the access to resources.
One of our aims is to develop models for these mechanisms. The well-known stack inspection
mechanism for instance is intended to support access control for applications in which code
components from different protection domains have to cooperate. With this mechanism, one can
enable a component to obtain information about the code that (directly or indirectly) invokes the
component's methods, by letting it inspect the call stack of the run-time environment. Based on
this information, the component can decide whether or not the callers have the right to access a
given resource. This mechanism has been formally studied [Bartoletti-Degano-Ferrari, BessonJensen-Le Métayer, Jensen-Le Métayer-Thorn, Fournet-Gordon], but only limited formal results
regarding the properties guaranteed by stack inspection have been obtained. Fournet and Gordon
[Fournet-Gordon] for instance proved a security theorem that demonstrates that stack inspection
only guarantees a weak safety property. For interactive devices such as mobile telephones, JAVA
proposes a security architecture [SUN] which uses interactive querying of the user to grant onthe-fly permissions to the applet executing on a mobile phone so that it can make Internet
connections, access files, send SMSs, etc. An important feature of this MIDP (Mobile Interactive
Device Profile) model is the "one-shot" permissions that can be used only once for accessing a
resource. This quantitative aspect of permissions raises several questions of how such
permissions should be modeled (e.g., "do they accumulate?" or "which one to choose if several
permissions apply?"), and how to program with such permissions in a way that respects both
usability and security principles such as Least Privilege.
Besides access control, we are also interested in the availability aspect of security, and more
precisely in means to control the use of resources by the various components. Mastering the
computational complexity of programs is an important aspect of computer security in modern
applications. For instance, in smartcards applications, and more generally in embedded software,
one has to deal with bounded resources, and it may be critical to control that resource usage
stays within certain bounds. Another example is mobile code. In this case, the hosting system
providing computing resources needs guarantees on the time and space that incoming code might
use. One approach to this problem is to monitor the resource consumption at run-time and to

raise an exception when some bound is reached. A variant of this approach is to instrument the
code so that bounds are checked at a given time, but obviously, although they offer a great
flexibility and precision, such run-time checks are not always appropriate (think for instance of a
critical embedded system that would crash because its execution is aborted by a resource
monitor). An alternative approach is to statically analyze the program to guarantee that during
the execution it will respect certain resource bounds. The advantages of static analysis are that it
does not introduce any overhead at run time and, perhaps more importantly, that it allows an
early detection of buggy or malicious programs.
In this project we will focus on static analyses, which offer more challenging problems, while
keeping in mind that the two approaches are complementary. (For instance, static analyses may
be helpful in reducing the frequency of dynamic verifications.) When addressing the issue of
resource control, there is a variety of properties of a program that one may check. Termination is
probably the first one that comes to mind. However, in the context of interacting programs, this
property should be refined into the one of "reactivity" (similar to the "productivity" property in
[Hughes-Pareto-Sabry]). If a program manipulates data values of variable size such as lists, trees,
or graphs, then the analysis can go beyond reactivity and, for instance, it can establish that the
program "reacts" while using a feasible amount of resources. Our starting point in this respect is
the work on the automatic extraction of resource bounds for (first-order) functional languages.
One can trace back the origin of this line of work to Cobham's characterization [Cobham] of
polynomial time functions by bounded recursion on notation. Later work (e.g. [Bellantoni-Cook,
Hofmann, Jones, Leivant]) has developed various inference techniques that allow for efficient
analyses while capturing a large range of practical algorithms. In [Bonfante-Marion-Moyen,
Marion] it has been shown that polynomial time or space bounds can be obtained by combining
traditional termination techniques for term rewriting systems with an analysis of the size of
computed values based on the notion of quasi-interpretation. Thus, in a nutshell, resource control
relies on termination and bounds on data size. A challenge here is to design static analysis
techniques that would be practicable, in the sense of being feasible and not rejecting too many
programs, and precise in the sense of providing as exact bounds as possible.
3.2.3.1 Objective 14. Dynamic permission management
A specific objective we have regarding access control is to develop a formal model of the abovementioned protection mechanisms offered by the JAVA language in a fully concurrent setting -the
references cited above are all limited to the sequential subset of this language. One concrete
result of the success of this effort would be the development of a semantically well-founded
general model that could provide an alternative for the JAVA MIDP security model. We propose
to define the semantics of the model's programming constructs, and a logic for reasoning about
the flow of permissions in programs using these constructs. This logic will notably allow us to
prove the basic security property that a program will never attempt to access a resource for
which it does not have permission. Initial steps towards this goal will appear at this year's
ESORICS conference [Besson-Dufay-Jensen].
3.2.3.2 Objective 15. Resource consumption analysis
Controlling the way in which a program accesses and consumes resources usually requires additional information about the program's flow of data and control. For example, the certified
memory usage analysis for JAVA Card developed by the Lande group [Cachera-Jensen-

Pichardie] requires a precise model of the program's intra- and inter-procedural control flow, and
can be further enhanced by being coupled with relational data flow analyses such as the classical
polyhedral analysis of relations between integer variables. We will be concerned with extending
existing resource analyses to a concurrent setting and with examining their interaction with other
static analyses such as those used for analyzing race conditions in JAVA programs [AbadiFlanagan-Freund], and the resource bound analyses developed in the next objective.
3.2.3.3 Objective 16. Feasible reactivity
Regarding "feasible reactivity", we have previously addressed this issue in the context of the
ACI CRISS project [Amadio-Dal Zilio]. In this work, we have been extending and adapting the
above mentioned results regarding implicit computational complexity to a concurrent framework
of synchronous parallel threads interacting on shared variables. Our analysis goes in three main
steps. A first step is to guarantee that each instant terminates. A second step is to bound the size
of the computed values as a function of the size of the parameters at the beginning of the instant.
A third step is to combine the termination and size analyses. In particular, we show how to
obtain polynomial bounds on the space and time needed for the execution of the system during
an instant as a function of the size of the parameters at the beginning of the instant. A
characteristic of the analyses is that to a great extent they make abstraction of the memory and
the scheduler. This means that each thread can be analyzed separately, that the complexity of the
analyses grows linearly in the number of threads, and that an incremental analysis of a
dynamically changing system of threads is possible. Ongoing [Amadio-Dabrowski] and planned
work aims at extending the analysis to a more general language based on a synchronous version
of the 7r-calculus (cf. Section 2.1), at designing reasonable conditions that allow to predict the
size of the system after arbitrarily many instants, and finally at experimenting the static analysis
conditions on a certain number of synchronous applications. In a different direction, we plan to
explore the connections between reactivity in a synchronous and an asynchronous framework.
Proving reactivity in a synchronous framework appears to be easier because the programs are
naturally structured into instants. Then what we need to prove is simply that each instant
terminates. By contrast, termination of an asynchronous concurrent program is a less structured
task and may involve proving a complicated invariant on the global structure of the system.
3.3

Machine-checking security properties

Enforcing and verifying properties of programs has always been a major concern for computer
science. We have mentioned the use of program logics and static analyses, together with their
correctness proofs, for this purpose. As these methods gradually come closer to real applications,
the need for a machine-checked formalization, of either tool correctness or specific program
verifications, is emerging. A first motivation is to gain increased assurance in the results. Indeed,
large scale proofs are generally intrinsically complicated, from a methodological or
combinatorial point of view, and therefore their development is error-prone. Moreover, in some
applications one would like to run only programs that have been proved correct according to
some criterion, but one should not have to redo the proof of correctness, which should come as a
certificate attached to the code, that can be automatically checked. This is the paradigm of proof
carrying code, which relies on the development and use of automatic or interactive theorem
provers. In this section we describe our research objectives that pertain to this line of work, on
machine-checked security or reliability properties.

3.3.1

Objective 17. A mechanized framework for concurrent separation logic

At the time of writing, an ongoing research project2 is building a mechanized framework to
prove the correctness of sequential programs written in a large subset of C using separation
logics. Focusing on a realistic programming language raises new challenges, related to the
presence of side-effects in expressions and functions, and to the complexity of the semantics. At
the same time this makes it possible to prove properties of real programs. The development is
done inside the COQ theorem prover. We propose to extend this framework to prove properties of
concurrent programs using a concurrent extension of separation logic. We will focus on the
Posix thread model, shared memory, and traditional locking mechanisms and we will put our
framework at work by proving the correctness of some well-known concurrent algorithms
(possibly including some lockfree algorithms). As proofs done in concurrent separation logic
seem to fit well to cooperative and/or synchronous interaction models, we plan, in a second
phase, to study how to extend this work to other multithreaded programming patterns developed
in the PARSEC project.
3.3.2 Objective 18. Enforcement of information flow policies
We plan to pursue the work of [Barthe-Rezk], machine-check it in COQ, and improve it in
several respects. As indicated above, a motivation for formalizing and proving the results of this
work in COQ lies in the fact that the type system of [Barthe-Rezk] is intricate, because stack
manipulation can lead to illegal flows, and because its definition relies on a control dependence
region (cdr) analysis that computes the scope of branching statements. In addition, the soundness
proof involves some lengthy and error-prone proofs by case analysis, as well as some unusual
induction principle on the execution of programs. It is therefore important to resort to proof
assistants for managing the complexity of the definitions and proofs involved in establishing
non-interference for this language. We also aim at generalizing the results we obtained in
[Barthe-Rezk], dealing with more expressive policies and more realistic languages. We intend to
allow arbitrary lattices of confidentiality levels, and, more critically, to follow more closely the
JVM in its treatment of exceptions. (A related improvement, regarding the type system, has been
described in Section 2.2.) Further, we plan to use our formalization as a starting point for an
investigation of information-flow policies for the JVM. In particular, we would like to extend
our formalization in two ways. First, we wish to prove the soundness of an information flow type
system that enforces the non-disclosure policy (NDP) [Almeida-Boudol], a bisimulation-based
policy that deals with declassification. The first step will be to select a notion of control dependence region that enforces termination-sensitive non-interference, and use progress lemmas
to move from input-output security policies to bisimulation-based policies. Once this is done,
introducing constructs for local flows and adapting the type system to enforce NDP should be
rather direct. A second line of investigations will be concerned with dealing with multi-threading
along the lines of [Russo-Sabelfeld]. The semantics of programs is extended to multi-threading
in a non standard fashion, namely by introducing explicitly a scheduling function that picks the
new thread to be executed, and by using instructions that swap threads between pools of threads,
the idea being to have a pool of threads per security level. The security policy is expressed in
terms of input/output behavior of programs, and the soundness of the type system is shown using
simulation lemmas akin to those of [Barthe-Rezk]. Then, we intend to study the impact of
synchronization on information flow. A much more ambitious goal would be to use the
2
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formalization as a basis to machine-check the results of [Barthe-Naumann-Rezk].
3.3.3

Objective 19. Type-preserving compilation

JFlow is an extension of JAVA with a flexible and expressive information flow type system
[Myers]. The flexibility and expressiveness of information flow policies supported by JFlow has
been exploited for modeling and analyzing the policies that underlie battleship and mental poker
games [Aslarov-Sabelfeld]. Despite the richness of its language, the information-flow policies of
JFlow can be enforced automatically by a constraint-based algorithm that rejects programs that
may violate their policy. However, the flexibility of the type system, especially with respect to
de-classification, makes it difficult to characterize formally the security properties that are
verified by typable programs. Thus, subsequent work [Banerjee-Naumann 02, BanerjeeNaumann 05] has focused on developing for a fragment of JAVA that includes objects,
inheritance, and methods, an information-flow type system that enforces non-interference. The
benefits provided by JFlow (and [Banerjee-Naumann 05]) do not directly address mobile code
security since they apply to source code, whereas JAVA applets are deployed in compiled form as
JVM bytecode programs. Thus, it is desirable to develop information flow type systems at
bytecode level. An extended bytecode verifier is provided by [Barthe-Rezk]; the type system
guarantees secure information flow for a fragment of JAVA bytecode that includes objects,
inheritance, methods, and (a simplified mechanism for) exceptions. The type systems of JFlow
and of [Barthe-Rezk] have been developed and applied in isolation: JFlow offers a practical tool
for developing secure applications, and in particular for ensuring to developers that applications
meet high-level policies about API usage. In contrast, the type system of [Barthe-Rezk]
augments the JAVA security architecture to provide assurance to users that applets respect highlevel policies about API usage. These two lines of work have recently been connected via a type
preservation result [Barthe-Naumann-Rezk], showing that programs typable in a suitable
fragment of JFlow are compiled into bytecode programs that pass information-flow bytecode
verification. The interest of such a result is to show on the one hand that applications written
with JFlow can be deployed in a mobile code architecture that fulfills the promises of JFlow in
terms of confidentiality, and on the other hand that the enhanced security architecture from
[Barthe-Rezk] can benefit from practical tools for developing applications that meets the policy
it enforces. The results of [Barthe-Naumann-Rezk] cover a fragment of the JVM with a
simplified treatment of exceptions, no method calls and no multi-threading. Then we propose to
extend our results in [Barthe-Naumann-Rezk, Barthe-Rezk] to a more complete treatment of the
JVM.

3.4

Deliverables

Delivrables
Title

Type

Teams

Date

l

PARSEC web site

Web site

All

T0+6

2

Design of cooperative and reactive
programming models (objectives 2,
3, 4)

Technical papers MIMOSA, PPS

T0+12

3

Logics for reliability and security
of concurrent systems (objectives
5, 6, 7, 14)

Technical papers EVEREST, LANDE,
MOSCOVA

T0+12

4

Improved static analysis for
secure information flow
(objectives 8, 9)

Technical papers EVEREST, MIMOSA

T0+12

5

Notions of secure information flow
(objectives 10, 11)

Technical papers MIMOSA, MOSCOVA

T0+12

6

Mechanizing the verification of
security properties (objectives
1, 17, 18, 19)

Technical papers EVEREST, LANDE
MOSCOVA

T0+18

7

Secure information flow for
cooperative and reactive systems
(objectives 12, 13)

Technical papers MIMOSA, PPS

T0+24

8

Analysis for resource control
(objectives 15, 16)

Technical papers LANDE, PPS

TO+24

3.5

Intended results

We recall that the main aim of the project is to achieve a good understanding of what could be a
safe and secure concurrent programming model, based on theoretical justifications. We plan to
make contributions regarding two of the three classical aspects of security, namely
confidentiality (access control, secure information flow) and availability (resource usage
control), following a language-based approach, and addressing specifically security issues
arising in concurrent systerns. Although we expect our results to be essentially of a theoretical
character, our motivation is to provide the basis for tools that are needed to program in a safe
and secure way massively concurrent applications that are open to untrusted parties. These
tools will be program logics, possibly supported by proof assistants, and providing support for
verifiable software security, static analysis techniques to assist the programmer in avoiding
security errors and preventing execution of insecure programs, and protection mechanisms with

a well-understood semantics to achieve run-time checks whenever a sufficiently complete
analysis is not available.
Our more specific objectives are summarized in the table above. Since the list of the deliverables
of the project is supposed to be established each year for the next phase of the project, we only
give this list for the first year and, tentatively, for the next one, indicating the relevant project's
objectives from Section 2. Among the final results we expect to achieve is a PhD thesis for
which we are requiring financial support. The thesis will focus on Task 1 (concurrent programming models) and Task 2.2.2 (secure information flow) taking as programming model the
synchronous calculus which is currently under development. Concerning Task 1, it will explore
in particular the issue of determinacy both in the synchronous and asynchronous context. Concerning Task 2.2.2, it will develop suitable notions of information flow for the considered model
and relate them to the standard notions developed in classical approaches based on imperative
languages. We are planning to recruit a "Master Recherche" student in the Fall 2006 and start the
thesis work in the Fall 2007. In this way, the thesis will benefit from the exploratory work and
the collaborations that will be carried on during the first year of the project. The thesis work will
be directed by R. Amadio (PPS).
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